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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper continues thestudy, begun in [2] and continued in [3, 71, of 
the structure of the “memory” A4 that occurs in autonomous linear 
differential equ tions with delays ofthe form 
w+Mu=r (1.1) 
under “natural Caratheodory conditions” i  a Banach space E. In all these 
studies, A4 is a linear mapping from some space of continuous f nctions  
R with values inE to the space of all ocally integrable functions  R with 
values inE; the non-anticipatory n u eof M implied bythe term “memory” 
is expressed by the assumption that for each t E R the values of MU on 
]-co, t] depend on u only through its values on]-co, t]. The autonomous 
character of the quation is reflected in the translation-invariance of M. 
In [7] the action fa memory on those functions that agree with 0near 
-co was studied; this action was termed a core-memory. In particular, a 
representation the rem for translation-invariant cont nuous core-memories 
was obtained when E is finite-dimensional ( ee Theorem 3.1 below; for the 
relevant no ion fcontinuity see Section 3 and the discussion in [7, p. 2281). 
In the present paper we begin the study of the structure of translation- 
invariant memories on other easonable spaces of inputs. We restrict 
ourselves throughout to finite-dimensional E. Si ceour memories are long, 
i.e., the values ofMU near tmay depend on values ofZJ at places in]-co, t] 
however long past, he choice of space of inputs i crucial (cf. [4-61). The 
particular spaces we examine here are those consisting of all continuous 
functions that are bounded in the past by suitable exponential functions; 
precise d finitions are given in Section 2. The continuity of a translation- 
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invariant memory on such aspace then expresses an ‘“exponential fading” of
the memory. 
In every case, a translation-invariant continuous memory acting onone of 
these spaces turns out to be the unique continuous linear extension of a
translation-invariant continuous core-memory. We shall therefore be largely 
concerned with the extendibility of translation-invariant cont nuous core- 
memories tospaces ofour selected ype. Our knowledge ofthe structure of 
such core-memories may then be applied toobtain information on the 
structure of their extensions, suchas a representation the rem (Theorem 5.6). 
This result describes a representation of he memory M, roughly inthe form 
Mu= r” 
(J G(s) u(s + -) ds -cc 
for every u in the domain of M, where G is a suitable op rator-valued 
function, a dthe superscript dot denotes differentiation. Our results also 
provide n cessary and sufficient co ditions  G for i.t to represent a 
memory in this way (Theorem 5.7). 
In many spaces of continuous f nctions that may reasonably serve as 
domain of the memory in (l.l)---and thusas spaces ofpotential solutions f 
the quation-every m mber function is bounded in the past by a multiple of 
some fixed xponential function; this property of the space may in particular 
result from the assumption of continuity of some translations to theleft. A 
space with this property (and some simple additional ones) will have 
embedded continuously in itone of the spaces considered h re; our results 
will therefore p ovide some information on translation-invariant continuous 
memories defined onthe given space. We do not explicitly pursue this line of 
investigation here.
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall try to keep our terminology and notation as close as we can to 
those of [7]. 
The set of all integers is denoted byZ and the subset ofnon-negative 
integers by Z+ . 
The field ofscalars for all inear spaces will always be the field C of 
complex numbers. Throughout the paper, E denotes a spec@ finite- 
dimensional normed space; for convenience, we assume that he norm is 
derived from an inner product, although t is is irrelevant for the statements 
of our theorems and propositions. The normed space of linear mappings 
from E to E is denoted by[E -+ Ej. Norms in E and [E -+ E] are denoted by
Ij 11. If is a function with values in E or [E-t E], then lifll denotes the 
function obtained from fby taking the norm value-wise. 
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We shall be dealing with several function spaces. The domain of the 
member functions will be R ; the sole xceptions arethe Lebesgue spaces 
LI’-,w([E+El), with domain [--I’, 0] for some number I’ >0, that occur in 
Theorems 3.1 and 4.7. Both R and these domains are provided with the usual 
metric topology and the Lebesgue m asure. The symbol without indication 
of limits denotes the integral over R. 
For every function f defined onR we define the function 5” and, for each 
t E R, the function TJ on R by 
(Sf)(s) := J-c-1 for all s E R, 
(Ttf)(s) := f(s - 4 for all s E R. 
(The domain and codomain of the linear mappings S and T, is deliberately 
left vague.) IfH is a mapping whose domain and codomain are both 
function spaces onR that are stable under Tt for every t E R, then H is said 
to be translation-invariant if H commutes under composition with Tt for all 
tER. 
For functions  R with values in C, E, or [E-, E], a centered dot 
indicates value-wise multiplication or evaluation. For instance, if 
A: R -+ [E-1 El and f: R -+ E are given, then A . f is the function 
s t+ A(s) f (s): R + E. 
We require some special scalar-valued functions. We denote by z the 
identity, or rather, inclusion fu ction s t+ s: R + C. For every cE C we 
denote by es the xponential function s t-+ e’$: R -+ C. Finally, we denote by
v/ the function s t-, max{O, 1- ) s I}: R + C. We note that the family 
(T-, w1 n E Z) is a “partition of u ity”; inparticular, fo  every function 
f: R + E with compact support wehave 
for asuitable finite subset F of Z. 
We denote byK(E) the Frlchet space of all continuous f nctions from R
to E, with the topology ofuniform convergence on ach compact interval. 
For each t E R we consider the closed subspace 
K],(E) :={f E K(E) ( f agrees with 0on ]-co, t] } 
of K(E), equipped with the subspace topology induced byK(E). We also 
consider the union 
K,(E) := If E K(E) If g a rees with 0on ]-co, t] for some t E R} 
of all these subspaces; it isa linear subspace inK(E). 
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For each number aE R we consider the following linear subspaces of 
K(E): 
E,(E) := {fEK(E) llim SUP-~ II@_, ..fll < oo}, 
E,,(E) := V E K(E) I 1 im SUP-~ lie-, . f[i = O}. 
We equip E,(E) and E,,(E) with the structure of Frechet spaces bymeans 
of the seminorms SW SUP~-~,~, /je_, . fl\ for all tE R. Then E,,(E) is a 
closed subspace ofE,(E). The set K,(E) is dense in E,,(E). 
It is clear that for all numbers cr,p E R with a </I we have E,(E) c
E,,(E) c E,(E), and that he inclusion mapping from E,(E) to E,,(E) is 
continuous. 
For each number (T ER we also consider the linear subspace 
E,,,(E) :=u E,(E) = u Eod?) 
a>0 a>0 
of K(E), equipped with the direct-limit topology determined by the inclusions 
of the E,(E) in Erol(Ej, or, equivalently, by theinclusions of the E,,(E) in 
E,,,,(E). Theequivalence follows from the remarks in the preceding two
paragraphs.) In particular, a linear mapping from EIO1(E) tosome locally 
convex space is continuous if and only if, for each number u> 0, its 
restriction to E,,(E) is continuous. 
The spaces K(E), K,(E), E,(E), E ,(E), EtOl(E) are stable under T, for all 
tER. 
Let X stand for C or E or [E -+ E]. We denote byL(X) and by L:,,(X) the 
Frechet spaces of (equivalence classes modulo null sets of) measurable 
functions from R to X whose restrictions o each compact interval are, 
respectively, integrable or square-integrable, with th  topology of, respec- 
tively, L’-convergence or L*-convergence o  each compact .interval. (L(X) 
could be denoted byL&(X).) We shall also reqmre the Lebesgue spaces 
L’(X) and L”(X) with domain R. The spaces L(X), L:,,,(X), L’(X), L’(X) are 
also stable under T, for each tE R. 
We denote byK: L’(X) + L(X) the Fourier t un$formation, a c tinuous 
linear mapping defined by
xf := (S b (2r~-r/2 (epj, . /j ; 
its values are of course bounded continuous f nctions. It is the content of he 
Plancherel Theorem that ST agrees on L’(X) n L*(X) with exactly one 
automorphism 9: L2(x) -+ L2(X) (the PlanchereE transformation); and 9 is 
isometric if X := E, since the norm of E was assumed to be induced byan 
inner product. 
We require the following technical result. 
505/43/l-4 
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2.1. LEMMA. If E L’(x) satisfies FfE L’(x), then fE L’(X). 
This lemma follows from the Plancherel Theorem, using the injectivity of 
.Y and the relationship, underR and 9, between products and convolutes 
of functions; alternatively, it follows immediately from a generalized 
Plancherel Theorem for temperate distributions. We omit he proof. 
3. MEMORIES AND CORE-MEMORIES 
A memory is a linear mapping M from asubspace ofK(E) to L(E) such 
that, for every t E R and every uin the domain of M, Mu agrees with 0on 
]-co, t] if uagrees with 0on ]-co, t]. A core-memory isa memory whose 
domain is K,(E). A core-memory M is said to be continuous iffor every 
t E R the restriction of M to K,,(E) is a continuous (linear) mapping from 
K,,(E) toL(E); equivalently, if M itself is a continuous mapping when K,(E) 
is equipped with the direct-limit topology determined by the inclusions of the 
Kit(E) inKo(E). 
We recite from [7] a structure theorem for translation-invariant 
continuous core-memories. 
3.1. THEOREM [7, Theorem 4.21. (a) If M is a translation-invariant 
continuous core-memory, then there is exactly one G E Lf,,([E --) E]) such 
that G agrees with 0 on [0, co [ and 
-t ! Mu= G- T-,u I for all uE K,(E) and all t E R. (3.1) -a, 
Moreover, for all numbers 1, I’ with I’ > I > 0 there exists 
G’ E L;-,~,o,W+ El1 such that G agrees with G’ on [-I, 0] and 
(b) Conversely, zf G E Lf,,([E + E)] is given and agrees with 0 on 
[0, 0~) [, and tf for every number I > 0 there xists a number I’ > I and 
G’ E L;-r,o,([E+ El) suchthat G agrees with G’ on [-I, 0] and G’ satisfies 
(3.2), then there is exactly one translation-invariant conti uous core-memory 
M satisfying (3.1). 
If M is a translation-invariant cont nuous core-memory and GE 
Lf,,([E + E]) satisfies the conditions f Theorem 3.1(a), we say that G
represents M. (We note that, for convenience in our present setting, the
domain of G is taken to be R, rather than ]-co, 0] as in [7].) 
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We shall require a lemma describing the action fa translation-invariant 
continuous core-memory n continuously differentiable functions. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let M be a translation-invariant cont nuous core-memory, 
and let M be represented by G E Lf,,([E -+ ]). If uE K,(E) is contintlousf3: 
d@erentiable, th nMu is (the quivalence class modulo null sets that 
contains) thecontinuous function t t-, j” G . T-,u’: R -+ E. 
ProoJ Define v: R + E by 
u(t) := . G . T-,u’ 
J 
for all tER. 
Choose aE R such that uagrees with 0on ]-co, a]. Then v agrees with 0
on ]--TX), a]. Let b E [a, co [ be given. For all t, t’ E ]--~a, b] we have 
IiW - @II < j I/f41 /IT-vu - Lu’li 
=f [IGIl (IT-,M - T-,u*tl 
a-b 
Since U’ is uniformly continuous n each compact interval, it follows that u
is continuous. By Fubini’s Theorem and Theorem 3.1, 
G(s) u*(s + r) ds dr 
u’(s+r)dr ds= fG(s)u(s+t)ds= [’ Mu 
Co 
for all t ER. This implies v =Mu, and the asserted conclusion f llows. 
4. TRANSLATION-INVARIANT MEMORIES ON E,,(E) 
We intend to study the structure of translation-invariant cont nuous 
memories onthe spaces E,,(E). The restrictions of such memories toK,(E) 
are translation-invariant cont nuous core-memories. W  are therefore 
interested in determining conditions u der which a translation-invariant 
continuous core-memory can be extended toE,,(E), and in using our 
knowledge ofits tructure, described in Theorem 3. I, to obtain formation 
about he structure of the xtension. 
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4.1. PROPOSITION. Let the number a E R and the translation-invariant 
continuous core-memory M be given. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) There exists exactly one continuous linear mapping M’: E,,(E)-+ 
L(E) such that M is the restriction of M’ to K,(E). 
(ii) There xists a continuous linear mapping M’: E,,(E) --t L(E) such 
that M is the restriction of M’ to K,(E). 
(iii) There xists a number c > 0 such that 
i ’ IlMull< c IFz;l lie-,  41 for all u E K,(E). (4.1) -1 
ProoJ: (i) implies (ii). This is trivial. 
(ii) implies (iii). Bythe definitions of the topologies of E,,(E) and 
L(E), we may choose numbers c > 0 and a E R such that 
for all vE K(E) with compact support. 
For given uE K,(E) we may choose v E K(E) with compact support such 
that v agrees with u on ]-co, 0] and satisfies max, ](e-, . v]] =
maxl-m,o1 IL -41. Since M is a core-memory, Mu and Mv agree on 
]-co, 01. Therefore 
Since u E K,(E) was arbitrary, (4.1) holds. 
(iii) implies (i). Inequality (4.1) implies 
j-” IIMull= r IIT-.Mu/l =j” IbfL~ll 
n-1 1 -1 
<c I~~~1 IJe-, -T-,ulJ = cean max I( T-,(e-, a u)]] 
I-m,01 
= cenn max (le-, e 2411 I-ma1 
for each nE Z and all uE K,(E). 
Since K,(E) is dense in E,,(E), itfollows that M has exactly one continuous 
linear extension M’:E,,(E) --) L(E). 1 
When the equivalent conditions (i), (ii), (iii) ofProposition 4.1 are 
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satisfied, we say that M is extendible to E,,(E), and we denote its unique 
continuous linear extension t  E,,(E) by M,. The least value of c E. 10, co [ 
that will satisfy (4.1) isdenoted by(Ml,. We record the following obvious 
facts about an extendible M and its extension. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. Let the number a E R and the translation-invariant 
continuous core-memory M be given, and assume that M is extendible to 
E,,(E). Then M, is a translation-invariant (continuous) memory, and 
Moreover, for every number p > a, M is extendible to E,,(E) with 
IMlo < IMI,, and M, is the restriction of M, to E,,(E). 
We also have arather obvious “converse” of Proposition 4.1.
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let the number a E R be given, and let M’: E,,(E)-+ 
L(E) be a translation-invariant conti uous memory. Then the restriction M 
of M’ to K,(E) is a translation-invariant conti uous core-memory. Moreover: 
M is extendible to E,,(E), and M’ = n/i,. 
Proof. It is obvious that M is a translation-invariant core-memory. For 
each tE R, the inclusion mapping from K],(E) toE,,(E) is continuous, and 
therefore M is a continuous core-memory. The final ssertion f llows from 
Proposition 4.1.I 
In the remainder of this ection weshall restrict our attention t  spaces 
E,,(E) with a> 0, although some of the auxiliary results remain true for 
other a. Our next heorem provides information about he structure of the 
extension M, of a translation-invariant continuous core-memory M. 
4.4. THEOREM. Let the number a > 0 and the translation-invariant 
continuous core-memory M be given, and let M be represented by 
G E L;,,([E + ]). A ssume that M is extendible to E,,(E). Then 
e, . GE L’([E-+ El); and for every vE E,,(E) and every tE R we have 
j?, llM,v(I < co, j(IG. T-,v(( < 00, and 
I ’ M,v= jG. T-,v. (4.3) -cc 
Proof. (1) Since M and M, are translation-invariant, it is enoughto 
carry out the proof for t:= 0. 
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(2) Let u E E,,(E) be given. By(4.2) wefind 
= IMI, e-an 1~~$1 Tn(e-a.UIl = Ma emon I-~ooa_ lie-,4I 
< IMI, eman max l/e-, . v/J 
I-~,01 
for all nEZ+. 
We conclude that 
I O IIWA < lW,U --e-T’ ,_mooaxol Ile-, m VII for all v E E,,(E). -cc 
(4.4) 
(3) For each fE K(E) with compact support wehave, by Theorem 3.1 
and (4.4), 
It follows that e, - G E L’( [E + El). Moreover, 
II@, . G) . k, . dll 
. u,)I < a for all vE E,,(E). (4.5) 
It follows from Theorem 3.1 that 
i 
0 
Mav= .G-v 
I (4.6) ‘--00 
holds for all vE K,(E), since M,v = Mu in that case. But K,(E) is dense in 
E,,(E); it follows from (4.4) and (4.5) that (4.6) holds for all vE E,,(E), as
was to be proved. g
4.5. LEMMA. Let the number a > 0 and the translation-invariant 
continuous core-memory M be given, and let M be represented by 
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G E Lf,,([E -+ l). Assume that M is extendible to E,,(E). For each CE C 
with Re 5 > GI we have 3 - G E L’( [E + El), 
M,(e, -x) = eb - (TjV+ for ail xE E (4.7) 
(where x and (5 l el - G)x denote he corresponding co stant functions  R), 
and 
//I I/ 
(I es - G < (MI,(Re [)(l -ewReS)-‘. (4.8) 
Proof. (1) Let c E C with Re c > a be given. For each x6Z E we have 
e3 . x E E,,(E). Since M, is translation-invariant, we have 
T,(e-,  M,(e, .x)) = elteed - T,M,(e, . x) 
= e”e -I . M, T,(e, - x) = e-, - M,(e, .x) 
for all tE R and x E E. Thus eP6 . M,(e, =x) is (essentially) constant for 
every xE E, and its constant value clearly depends linearly on x; we may 
therefore find A, E [E-t E] such that his constant value is A,x E E. We 
then have 
M,(e, .x) = es - A,x 
Now (4.2) and (4.9) imply 
for all x E E. (4.9 j 
for all xE E. so that 
=JMJ,(Rel;)(l -e-ReS)-i. (4.10) 
(2) By Theorem 4.4 we have e, . G E L*([E-+E]). Since G agrees 
with 0on (0, ~13 [, we have , . G E L’([E --f El) as well. Using Theorem 4.4 
again, with v:= e, . x for given x E E, and applying (4.9), we find 
-0 
= 
.Jm 
el . A,x = C-‘A,x for all x E E. 
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Consequently, A, = I;j es . G, and combining this with (4.9) and (4.10) we 
obtain (4.7) and (4.8). 1
The main theorem of this ection describes conditions forextendibility. 
4.6. THEOREM. Let M be a translation-invariant continuous core- 
memory, represented by G E L:,,( [E--f E]). For every number 1> 0, consider 
the following statements: 
(i.I) M is extendible to E,,(E). 
(iiUt) lim supnda (n-’ log ji-, ]]A%]/) ,<A for all u E K(E) with 
compact support (where n runs through the strictly positive integers, and
log 0 := -ccl). 
(iii,) jIle-, fMu\] < CQ for all uE K(E) with compact support. 
(ivA) There xists a number c 2 0 such that 
!‘Ile-, ~~~~I/~c~~xllvll for all vE K(E) with support included in
L-1, 11. 
(v-,) There xists a number c > 0 such that 
[ IIe-,l . Mzz)l* < c* f Ile-.,l  uI/* for all uE K(E) with compact support. 
W> e4 . G E L’([E -+ E]) and sup, /[(,I - iz) .F(en . G)]] < co. 
(vii.i> e,. G E L*( [E --f E]) and ess up, II@ - iz) .9(e,, .G)]] < co. 
For all numbers a, P, y such that 0 ( a ( ,!I c y the following implications 
hold: 
(i,) * (vi,) * (vii,) 0 (v-) 5 (ii,) 3 (iii,) 0 (iv,) +-(i,). 
Proox Let the numbers a,/% ywith 0 < a < p < y be given. 
(i,) implies (vi,). By Theorem 4.4 we have e, . G E L’( [E + El). Let 
the numbers 6> a and r E R be given. By Lemma 4.5 we have 
/I(a--ir)je8-t,.. G//<lMI,S(l--.-“)-I. 
Since (le,-i,. GII<lIea *GIL and 6 E ]a, co [ was arbitrary, theDominated 
Convergence Theorem yields 
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Since r E R was arbitrary, we have 
(vi,) implies (vii,). This follows from Lemma 2.1. 
(vii,) implies (v,). (1) Set k := ess up, \\(a -ii) a .9(e, .G)//. Let a 
continuously differentiable function U: R -+ E with compact support begiven. 
By Lemma 3.2, em., . Mu is (the quivalence class modulo null sets that 
contains) thecontinuous f nction 
This function is obtained by the convolution of S(e, .G) E L’([E + E]) with 
e --(\ . Li’, a continuous function with compact support. Itfollows that 
e -ct .Mu E L’(E) and that 
(2n)-‘J2.Y(e_., . Mu) = .Y(S(e, . G)) + Y(e-, - us> 
= S.Y(e, . G) m 9(ec, - k) 
= S.F(e, -G) . (a + ir) 4Y(e-, . u) 
= S((a - iz) .9(ea . G)) . Y(e-, . u). 
Consequently, 
(27-c)-“* ll.Y(e-, . Mu)11 < k ll.9(e-, . u)li. 
By Plancherel’s Theorem, 
< 2xk* _ (jY(e-, 
1 
.u)ll’= 2xk2 1 lie-, .uI(*~ 
(2) Let [a, b] c R be a given interval andlet uE K(E) with support 
included in [a, b] be given. We may choose a sequence (u,) of continuously 
differentiable functions from R to E, with supports included in [a, b], such 
that the sequence converges uniformly to U. Then the sequence 
ii IL - u,(j2) converges to JlIeerr - u [I*. Since the restriction of M to K,,(E) 
is continuous from K,,(E) to L(E), the sequence ( -, -MU,) converges to 
e --Ly . MU in L(E). By the first part of the proof, wehave 
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Since each closed L’(E)-ball is a so closed inL(E), it follows that 
Since the interval [a, b] was arbitrary, we conclude that statement (v,) 
holds with c:= (2n)1’2k. 
(vJ implies (ii,). Letu E K(E) with compact support begiven. Then 
<eZnn . e 111 - a - Mu (1’ < c2e2nn I 
I( e-, - u (1’ 
for all nE Z. Consequently, 
log n 
J* 
liMuil<an++log (C2Jlle-,.ul12) for ailn E Z, 
n-1 
and statement (ii,) follows. 
(ii,) implies (iii,). Let uE K(E) with compact support begiven. Choose 
6 E ]cz,/3[ andm E Z such that u agrees with 0 on ]-co, m - 11. Then 
log jt-, (JMu)) < 6n for all sufficiently greatII E Z + , and we may therefore 
choose a number k> 0 such that j$r JIMu]( < ke”’ for all nE m + Z + . 
Since Mu agrees with 0on ]--co, m - 11, we have 
(/lepo .MU~I= C j’ lb-&W 
nem+Z+ n-1 
(iii,) implies (iv&. Consider the Banach space D(E) consisting of all 
u E K(E) with support included in (-1, 11, and with the maximum-norm. 
Since A4 is a continuous core-memory, thelinear mapping u N 
ee4 - Mu: D(E) + L(E) is continuous, hence closed. By (ii&), the range of 
this mapping is included in L’(E). Regarded asa linear mapping from D(E) 
to L’(E), it is therefore also closed. By the Closed-Graph Theorem, this 
mapping is bounded; and this assertion s precisely (iv,J. 
(ivB) implies (iii,). LetuE K(E) with compact support begiven. For 
every nE h the support ofI,U . T, u is included in [-1, 1] (where ly is as 
defined inSection 2), and therefore 
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Since u= C,,, T-, y . u for a suitable finite s t F c Z, it follows atonce 
that (iii,) holds. 
(ivB) implies (i,). Let u E K,(E) be given. We may choose w E K(E) 
with compact support such that u and w agree on ]-co, O] and 
maxR Ile-,- wll= maq-m,ol I e-,  uI(. For each nE iz\Z + , T-, w . w agrees 
with 0on ]-co, 01, and hence so does M(T+I,u Iwj. For each nE Z + , on 
the other hand, the support ofthe continuous f nction w .T,! w is included in 
I-1, 11. Therefore 
< eBn mn I n-, IL-, . WY. V4ll 
< eBn j lle-5 . M(y * T, W>ll < ceSn m;x ]] f#I * T, W// 
C ceSn plyI II T,, w II 
\ < ce5ne-Y(n-1) ,ryxl 11 T,(e-,- w)li 
< ceP-(Y-4’n m;x (I e -y s w /( 
= CeY-iY-5)n Ima$l ie-, . u]] co, 
if n E Z+. (4.11) 
Now w = j-,,, T-, VI .w for asuitable finite set F c Z. Since Mu and Mw 
agree on ]-co, O], it follows from (4.11) that 
< ceY(l - e-(y-5))-1 ]ryi;;,] jjeq -ul(. 
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Since ue K,(E) was arbitrary, it follows from Proposition 4.1 that M is 
extendible to E,,(E). 
(va) implies (vii,). (1)W e h ave left this part of the proof or last, 
because this implication is less important forour purposes, andbecause for 
reasons ofeconomy we use the precedingly proved implications nstead of
giving a direct proof. 
For everyfE K(E) with compact support wehave, using Theorem 4.4 and 
assumption (v,), 
j G . (e, . f) II2 = 11 j" 
I/ 
2 
We, . f> - m 
e, . lie-, . We, - f)l;)’ 
.O 
e2, 
)! 
lie-, . We, * fll* -m 
sg (2a)-’ j lIepa .M(e, * f)ll’ < (2a)-Y f Ilfll*. 
It follows that e, . G E L’( [E: --f El). 
(2) Let the number 6> CI be given, and choose numbers p’, y’ such 
that a < p’ < y’ < 6. By the implications (v,)* (ii,) * (iii, ,) 3 (ivD,) + (i,,,), 
already proved, wefind that M is extendible to E,,,(E). 
Let ZI E E,,,(E) with support included in]-co, l] be given. We may 
choose a sequence (u,) in K(E), each term having compact support included 
in ]-co, I], and such that lim,,, maxR I/e-,, . (v- u,J] = 0. Then the 
sequence (u,) converges to u in E,,,(E); hence (e-, .Mu,) converges to 
e-, . My,u in L(E). On the other hand, 
j II e-, *(v -%112 G ( j ‘, Bz4 (my I/e-,, . (u - u,)ll)*, 
so that (‘jl]e-, . u,](~) converges to J(le-, . u(]~. From (v~) it follows that 
j Ilcrr . MunIl G C* jIhe-, . ~,ll* for all n E Z + . 
Since closed L*(E)-balls re also closed inL(E), we find 
(4.12) 
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Let u’ E E,,,(E) and the number E> 0 be given. We choose L’ E E,,,,(E) 
such that vand M’ agree on l--00, 01, the support ofv is inciuded in ]-co, L], 
and J”i ]]e-, a u]] GE. Then MY,v and MY,uq agree on ]-co, 01, and applying 
(4.12) tothis chosen v we find 
Since E was arbitrarily close to 0, and ~1 EE,,(E) was arbitrary, we 
conclude that 
(3) Let x E E be given. For every rE R we have, by Lemma 4,s 
(with y’ instead ofCL and with [:= 6 - ir) and (4.13) with w := e,- ir .x, 
+(8-a)-’ jj(~-ir)!:e,,,.Gjx/j2 
-0 
= 
1 II 
e-, . e8-ir 
-co 
. ((6-k) fe,-i; G)X;/I 
= fo lie-, * MJes-i, .X>l12 
00 
< c2 
1 
.O lie-, * e&-i, 
-cc 
.xli*=~(6-a)-‘c2jlx/i2. 
Since , -GEL’([E-+E]), we have e,.GEL’([E-,E])nL’([E-tE]). 
Since x E E and r E R were arbitrary, we find 
Il.Y(e, . GN’ = /I,y(e, - G)ll’ 
<(2i7)-‘c216-izI-2< (2n)-v/cr-izj-2. (4.14) 
(4) We now choose a strictly antitone sequence (S,) of numbers 
with limit u. The sequence (can . G) converges to e, e G in L2([E- Ej); 
consequently, he sequence (9(e,, . G)) converges to 9(e, . G) in 
IL*([E+ l). It follows from this and from (4.14j applied to6 := 6, for each 
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IZ E Z + that I].Y(e, - G)ll’,< (27r-‘c2 la - izlp2. Hence ess upR ]](a - iz) .
.Y(ea - G)ll < (2n)-l”c. I ‘* 
In Theorem 4.6 we showed that if atranslation-invariant continuous core- 
memory M is extendible to E,,(E) for a given umber a> 0, then its 
representing G satisfies conditions ‘(vi,) and (vii,). We now show that, 
conversely, an  given G E L([E + E]) that agrees with 0 on [0, 03 [ and 
satisfies either ofthese conditions does represent a translation-invariant 
continuous core-memory, say M. We have not quite been able to prove that 
M is extendible to E,,(E), but it does follows from Theorem 4.6 that A4 is 
extendible to E,,(E) for every number y> a. 
4.7. THEOREM. Let the number a> 0 and the function G E L( [E -+ E]) 
be giuen, and assume that G agrees with 0 on [O, a[. ?f 
e, . GE L’([E-+E]) and sup&a - iz) .X(e, . G)ll < co, or euen if only 
e, - G E L*( [E + E]) and ess up, Il(a - iz) a3(e, . G)ll < co, then G 
represents, a ranslation-invariant cont nuous core-memory that is extendible 
to E,,(E) for every number y> a. 
Proof: It again follows from Lemma 2.1 that he former combination of 
assumptions  G implies the latter; we shall therefore assume that e, . G E 
L2( [E -+ E]) and ess up, II(a - ir) ’Y(e, . G)]] < co. We note in particular 
that G E L,&( [E -+ E]). 
Let the numbers 1, 1’ with 1’ >I > 0 be given. Choose a twice- 
continuously-differentiable function 0:R + C that agrees with 0 outside 
[-I’, I], and with e-, on [-I, 01. Because ofthe assumed differentiability of 
4 we have 
]9#/=l.Y$l<kla-izI-2 (4.15) 
for asuitable number k> 0. 
Now $ . e, . G agrees with 0outside [A’, 01, and with G on [--I, 01. Since 
F(#-e,-G)=9(#-e; G) is obtained bythe convolution of F# = 94 
with 9(e, . G) and multiplication by (2a)-“2, wededuce from (4.15) and 
the assumption on G that 
IPV - e, .G)Jj(k’(a-iz/-’ 
for asuitable number k’ > 0. 
We define G’to be the restriction of 4 .e, . G to [-I’, 01. Then G’ E 
Lt-,,,,,([E + El), and G’ agrees with G on [-I, 01. Finally, 
eirsG’(s) ds = (2~7)~‘~ (t( ll(F(# - e, . G))(-t)ll 
/I 
< (27c)‘12k’ (tJ Ia + it/-’ < (27c)“2k’ for all tER. 
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Since this construction can be carried out for arbitrary numbers I, Y-with 
1’ >1> 0, it follows from Theorem 3.1(b) that G represents a ranslation- 
invariant continuous core-memory. It finally follows from Theorem 4.6 
((vii,) mplies (i)> that his core-memory is extendible to E,,(E) for every 
number y> o. i 
5. TRANSLATION-INVARIANT MEMORIES ON E&) 
In the preceding section we obtained several relationships and conditions 
for a translation-invariant cont nuous core-memory M, its representing 
function G, and its potential extensions to spaces E,,(E) with a> 0. These 
relationships and conditions become neater and more symmetric fwe 
consider instead extensions f spaces Et,r(E) with cr > 0. There are no new 
ideas involved: we simply combine appropriate results from the preceding 
section. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let the number uE R and the translation-invariant 
continuous core-memory M be given. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) There xists exactly one continuous linear mapping M’ : EtUI(E) --$ 
L(E) such that M is the restriction of M’ to K,,(E). 
(ii) There xists a continuous linear mapping M’: E&f)--+ L.(E) 
such that M is the restriction of M’ to K,(E). 
(iii) M is extendible to E,,(E)for every number a> o. 
Proof. This follows directly from the definition of E,,](E) and from 
Propositions 4.2 and 4.3. 1 
When the equivalent conditions f Proposition 5.1 are satisfied, w  say 
that A4 is extendible to E,,,(E); andwe denote its unique continuous linear 
extension t  Et,,(E) byM,,,. The next wo propositions are analogous to 
Propositions 4.2 and 4.3; they follow from those propositions and 
Proposition 5.1.
5.2. PROPOSITION. Let the number oE R and the translation-invariant 
continuous core-memory A4 be given, and assume that M is extendible to 
E&). Then M”I,,, isa translation-invariant (continuous) memory. 
Moreover, forevery number 5> o, M is extendible to Et,,(E), andM,,, is the 
restriction of M,,, to EI,I@). 
5.3. PROPOSITION. Let the number oE R be given, and let M’: E,,,(E) -+ 
L(E) be a translation-invariant cont nuous memory. Then the restriction M 
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of M’ to K,(E) is a translation-invariant continuous core-memory; M is 
extendible toE,,,(E), and M,,, = M’; and for every number u > o the 
restriction of M’ to E,,(E) is M,. 
It follows easily from Proposition 5.3that he translation-invariant 
continuous memory M’: E,,,(E) -+L(E) satisfies th  condition (M,) in [ 1, 
Theorem 4.41 that guarantees xistence anduniqueness of solutions for
initial-value problems a sociated with Eq. (1. I), provided the initial “history” 
is (a restriction of) amember of E,,,(E). (In [l] the domain of the memory 
was K(E); but everything  the work leading to[ 1, Theorem 4.41 remains 
valid if the domain is assumed to be Et,,(E) instead.) 
We come now to our main theorem onextendibility. 
5.4. THEOREM. Let the number o > 0 and the translation-invariant 
continuous core-memory M be given, and let M be represented by 
G E Lf,,( [E+ E] ). The following statements areequivalent: 
(i) M is extendible to EIoI(E). 
(ii) lim sup,(n - ’log si- 1 /Mu]]) < o for all u E K(E) with compact 
support (where n runs through the strictly positive integers, and 
log 0:=-co). 
(iii) For every number a > o, j ]]een . Mu]] < 03 for all uE K(E) with 
compact support. 
(iv) For every number a > u, there is a number c > 0 such that 
jlle-, .MvlI< c max, ]( v]] for all vE K(E) with support included in[-1, l]. 
(vj For every number a > o, there is a number c > 0 such that 
j-lie-, Mul120* jk s u]12 for all uE K(E) with compact support. 
(vi) For every number a > u, e, . GEL’([E+E]) and 
sup, ]](a - it) .3’(e, .G)]] < co. 
(vii) For every’ number a > o, e, . G E L*([E --f E]) and 
ess up, ]](a - iz) ..9(e, .G)]l < co. 
Moreover, ifthe equivalent conditions (ij-(vii) hold, then J”, ]]M,,, w][ < co, 
f )] G . T-,w]] < co, and 
r I M,,, w = i G . T-,w . -cc 
for all w E EL,](E) and all t E R. 
ProoJ: The implications (i) 3 (vi) * (vii) 3 (v) 3 (ii) =S(iii) * (iv) =S (i) 
follow, via Proposition 5.1, from Theorem 4.6. The final ssertion f llows 
from Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 4.4. 1 
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5.5. COROLLARY. Let the number o E R and the translation-invariant 
continuous core-memory M be given. Statements (i)-(v) of Theorem 5.4 are 
equivalent. 
ProoJ Define N: K,(E) + L(E) by Nu := epB . M(e, ’ u) for every 
u E K,(E). Then N is a translation-invariant continuous core-memory, and 
Mu = e, . N(e-, .u) for every u E K,(E). The mapping u ++ e, . 2 
establishes an i omorphism from the space Et,l(E) to the space E,,](E). It is 
then easy to verify that each of conditions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) of Theorem 
5.4 is equivalent to i s counterpart withA4 replaced by N and 0 by 0. These 
counterparts, however, are all equivalent by Theorem 5.4. 1 
Our last two theorems are partial converses to Theorem 5.4, as well as to 
each other. 
5.6. THEOREM. Let the number o > 0 be given, and let M’: El,@) --r 
L(E) be a translation-invariant conti uous memory. Then y-, IIM’w[l ( 00 
for all w E Et,,(E) and each t E R; and there exists exactly one 
G E L:o,(PEl) such that G agrees with 0 on [O, 0~) [ and such that for 
every w E Et,,(E) and every tE R we have j 11 G . T-, w I! < 00 and 
-I 
1 M'w = [G - T-,w. J-cc , 
(5.1) 
Moreover, this G satisfies conditions (vi) and (vii) ofTheorem 5.4. 
Proof Let M be the restriction of M’ to K,(E). By Proposition 5.3,this 
is a translation-invariant continuous core-memory extendible to E&?), and 
M,,, = M’. If G E L:,,( [E-+ E]) satisfies th  conditions f the statement up 
to and including (5.1), it follows, by restricting attention t  w E K,(E) and 
applying Theorem 3.1, that G must represent M. This establishes t  
uniqueness of G. 
On the other hand, let G be the function that represents M. The asserted 
properties of M’ and G then follow from Theorem 5.4 and the fact hat 
M’ = M[,, . a 
Under the conditions f Theorem 5.6 we shall say that G represents the
translation-invariant continuous memory M’. 
5.7. THEOREM. Let the number o > 0 and the function G CZ L( [E + E]) 
be given, and assume that G agrees with 0 on [O, ~3 [. The following 
statements areequivalent: 
(0 G E Lk,,([E --t El), and G represents a translation-invariant 
continuous core-memory M that is extendible to Er,,(E). 
m/43/1-5 
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(ii> GE Lk,([E --) El), and G represents a translation-invariant 
continuous memory AI’: E[,,(E) + L(E). 
(iii) For every number a > o, e, . G E L’([E + E]) and 
sup, ]](a - ir) .;7(e, .G)ll < 00. 
(iv) For every number a > a, e, . G E L*([E + E]) and 
ess upR ]](a - iz) .4(ea . G)jl < 00. 
ProoJ: The implication (i) * (ii) follows from Theorem 5.4 (last part) 
and Proposition 5.2 with M’ := M,,, .The implication (ii) 3 (iii) follows 
from Theorem 5.6. The implications (iii) + (iv) * (i) follow from 
Theorem 4.7 via Proposition 5.1.4 
5.8. EXAMPLE. Assume that E # {O}. Let the number o> 0 be given, 
and define the mapping M: K,(E) -+ L(E) by 
(Mu)(t) := J+y, e-, . T-,24 for all uCZ K,(E) and all tE R. 
It is easily seen that M is a translation-invariant continuous core-memory, 
and that A4 is represented by the function G that agrees with ~-‘(e-~  1)Z 
on ]-co, 0] and with 0on [0, co [ (where IE [E -+E] is the identity). It is 
also easy to see tbat for each number a> o the formula 
.o 
tk+ 
J 
eerr. T-,v:R-tE 
--OF 
for every vE E,,(E) defines a continuous linear mapping from E,,(E) to 
L(E). Hence M is extendible to E,,(E). Since a> o was arbitrary, A4 is
extendible to Et,,(E), andhence M and G satisfy all the conditions f 
Theorem 5.4. 
However, err .G is a member of neither L’([E + E]) nor Lz( [E + El). By 
Theorem 4.6, M is not extendible to E,,(E). Moreover, choose x E E such 
that ]]x(I = 1, and set v:= e, . v/ . x E K(E); the support ofv is included in 
[-1, 11. Now (Mu)(t) = eofx for all tE [l, co [. Therefore I ]]eecr . Mu])* = 
I ](e-, . Mvj( = co. Thus M and G satisfy none of conditions (iii)-(vii) of 
Theorem 5.4 with a> u replaced by a = cr. 
This example also shows that implication (ii,) * (iii,) in Theorem 4.6 
cannot be strengthened to (ii,) z=- (iii,). m 
5.9. EXAMPLE. Assume that E # {O}. Define the mapping 
AI: K,(E) --t L(E) by Mu := u for all u E K,(E) ($4 is the inclusion 
mapping). Then M is a translation-invariant continuous core-memory, and is 
represented by the function G that agrees with Ion ]-co ,0[ and with 0on 
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[O, co [. It is obvious that M is extendible to E&7) for each 0 E R. 
However, e . G is a member of neither L’([E-+ E]) nor L*([E-+E]) if
u ,< 0. Therefore conditions (vi) and (vii) ofTheorem 5.4 cannot be inciuded 
in the statement of Corollary 5.5, where umay well be strictly negative. Nor
does the final part of Theorem 5.4 hold, not even in the weaker form 
“1 
Ml,,w = i G - (T-,w - T-,w) for all w E EI,#), (5.4 'S 
where [s, t] is a given interval in R: for any given u < 0, choose a non-zero 
xEE and set w :=eu,/2V x E E,,,(E); then the “integrand” in the right-hand 
side of (5.2) isnot integrable. 1 
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